Product: FCL/S1.6.1.1 Blower Act., xf, 6 A, MDRC

Type: FCL/Sx.6.1.1

Current application program: Switch Blower xf 6A/ 1.3

Software-Information

to: Switch Blower xf 6A/ 1.3

from: 8/2018

Changed:

Bug fixed:
- After ETS device programming (download) the device is out of order. After disconnect and reconnect of the KNX bus the device starts operating. This issue was mainly noticed with ETS Version ETS5.
- In Blower Automatic Operation the hysteresis was under certain circumstances calculated wrong. Thus the wrong fan stage was used.

Version 1.1 and 1.2 were never published.

Software-Information

to: Switch Blower xf 6A/ 1.0

from: 11/2013

Application program at time of market launch